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Multi-agent Control in Adversarial Games

Abstract1

In building controllers for characters in a competitive game, the use2

of randomness is critical for their believability and effectiveness.3

We present a fully-automatic method for generating intelligent real-4

time controllers for one or both characters in such a game. Our5

approach uses game theory to account for the ramifications of the6

characters acting simultaneously, and generates controllers which7

employ both long-term planning and an intelligent use of random-8

ness. This involves solving a large-scale planning problem, so we9

describe a new technique for scaling this process to higher dimen-10

sions. The controllers are generated by examining the interaction11

between the motions generated by a parametric motion graph and12

the rules of a game, and exhibit nuanced strategies based on unpre-13

dictability, such as feints and misdirection moves which take into14

account and exploit the possible strategies of an adversary.15

1 Introduction16

Some of the most complicated and intricate human behaviors arise17

out of interactions with other people in competitive games. In many18

competitive sports, players compete for certain goals while simulta-19

neously preventing the opponents from achieving their goals. These20

scenarios create very dynamic and unpredictable situations: the21

players need to make decisions considering both their own action22

and the opponent’s strategy, including any biases or weaknesses in23

the opponent’s behavior. We propose that a mathematical frame-24

work based upon game theory is the appropriate choice to animate25

or control characters in these situations. Furthermore, we show that26

a game-theoretic formulation naturally accounts for real-world be-27

haviors such as feints and other intelligent uses of non-determinism28

which are ubiquitous in real life but have thus far been difficult to29

incorporate believably into games without significant hand-tuning.30

This is particularly of value in video games where an intelligent use31

of non-determinism is an absolute necessity for a virtual character32

in a competitive situation.33

The root assumption upon which our method is based is that the34

characters act simultaneously, in contrast to previous adversarial35

character animation techniques which model the players as taking36

turns. This closely matches the structure of many real-world games,37

particularly those used for sports, and captures the reason that it38

often pays to be unpredictable in these games. In turn-based ap-39

proaches the best way to act is always deterministically, and any40

randomness must be post-processed in an ad-hoc and often difficult41

to hand-tune manner. This significantly complicates the design of42

the animation controller and is prone to errors, leading to charac-43

ters who don’t behave randomly when they should or who choose44

randomness when it is not appropriate. By allowing simultaneous45

actions we arrive at a game-theoretic formulation which incorpo-46

rates non-determinism in its definition of optimal behavior. This not47

only allows for intelligent and random controllers to be automati-48

cally constructed, but also gives rise to emergent behaviors such as49

feints and quick footsteps which exploit unpredictability for their50

effectiveness.51

The particular mathematical model we employ for character anima-52

tion is known as a zero-sum Markov game. In this model each char-53

acter acts according to the probability distribution that maximizes54

the likelihood of winning, assuming that the opponent is capable of55

this same line of reasoning and is attempting to stop them as effec-56

tively as possible. This approach also allows for an easy integration57

of longer term planning where characters choose their moves based58

not only on what will happen immediately but also taking into ac-59

count what the future ramifications might be. This is necessary for60

the method to be applicable in real games, and gives rise to intelli-61

gent looking anticipation, such as ‘leading’ the motion of a runner62

in order to tackle them or planning a feint in a sword fight.63

Unfortunately, building optimal game-theoretic controllers is hard.64

It is significantly harder than finding an individual optimal loco-65

motion strategy because all the issues of high-dimensionality are66

now magnified since we plan for optimal policies by considering67

both adversaries simultaneously. This is particularly problematic68

as existing MDP and Markov game planning algorithms require69

exponential time and storage in the intrinsic dimensionality of the70

game’s state space. We provide a new off-line learning algorithm71

which employs an iterative learning and reduction heuristic which72

effectively mitigates this difficulty and is particularly well suited to73

the sorts of problems encountered in character animation. By incor-74

porating this with a model which uses the character’s motion graph75

directly, rather than relying on a simplified abstraction we are able76

to produce detailed and realistic results.77

Finally, we provide a method for our characters to alter their be-78

havior in light of knowledge about an opponent’s biases and inef-79

ficiencies. For example, if it is known that an opponent tends to80

prefer a specific move, the character can adjust its behavior so that81

the opponents move is not successful. We believe that the abil-82

ity to naturally account for the randomness and other nuances re-83

sulting from characters competing will be of great use in defining84

complex, intelligent, unpredictable and adaptable behaviors which85

would change the appearance of interactive characters and result in86

repeated playing experiences being realistic and unique.87

Contributions.88

• A principled method of controlling competing characters89

in real-time based on game theory. This is the first ad-90

versarial character animation technique to account for non-91

determinism as a fundamental component, rather than added92

later with a heuristic.93

• A novel technique to precompute and represent a controller.94

This approach learns a value function in a form which mit-95

igates some of the difficulties caused by high-dimensional96

games, and can be applied to MDP as well as Markov game97

problems.98

• A method by which a character’s behavior can easily be99

adapted in light of knowledge about the ways in which an100

opponent behaves sub-optimally.101

2 Related work102

In a game it is desirable to have a character controller which be-103

haves intelligently both in its motion choices and in its use of ran-104
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domness. Previous approaches to animating characters who are105

competing against each other have typically approached the prob-106

lem from a turn-based framework [Shum et al. 2008; Shum et al.107

2007; Shum et al. 2007]. In a somewhat different approach, Liu108

et al. [2006] use a roughly similar alternating spacetime optimiza-109

tions to generate a tackling-dodging motion. In these methods an110

ordering is imposed on the characters actions, forcing them to ‘take111

turns’ in selecting their movements. This allows a deterministic112

strategy to be solved using standard alternating minimax search113

techniques. In some cases this is appropriate, and the authors gen-114

erate some impressive animations with it, but in other cases these115

approaches can perform poorly. The difficulty with these methods116

is that the imposed ordering is often arbitrary and does not reflect117

the true nature of physical games in which actions are taken simul-118

taneously. The result of this is twofold. Firstly the player ‘going119

second’ in a turn-based approach has a distinct advantage, often120

leading to unrealistic motions where the player seems to ‘predict’121

their opponent’s moves before they happen. Secondly, these ap-122

proaches are by their very nature deterministic. By allowing actions123

to occur simultaneously we naturally arrive at a game theoretic ap-124

proach and remedy both of these problems. The non-deterministic125

policies seem to capture fakes, jukes and quick-step motions that126

we expect in competitive games.127

Attempts to layer non-determinism on top of a deterministic frame-128

work have been suggested. In [2007] Shum et al. suggest setting129

the probability of a motion based on its score in the minimax search130

where each agent picks the single action which maximizes their re-131

ward based on the opponent’s current state. Lee and Lee [2006]132

hand-label a small set of actions where the character can select133

from at random. Such approaches generally produce unsatisfac-134

tory results because the degree and nature of randomness required135

can vary in complicated ways depending on the states and avail-136

able actions of the characters. For example in some cases there137

is only a single motion that is appropriate, as in running directly138

away from an opponent in the game of tag. Other motions, such as139

turning or slowing down slightly, might appear only slightly worse140

than the best actions, but would look very odd indeed were a char-141

acter to choose them. Conversely there are some cases, such as142

dodging around an oncoming tackler where it pays to be unpre-143

dictable and we would wish to randomly choose between a left and144

a right dodge. Our game theoretic framework naturally incorpo-145

rates randomness into its definition of optimality and determines146

the stochastic policy which optimally picks between the diversity147

and the effectiveness of motion as the game’s state dictates.148

Our approach is also related to the reinforcement learning tech-149

niques which have been employed intelligent single character be-150

havior in real-time. Lee and Lee [2006] used value iteration to pro-151

duce boxing avatars. Ikemoto et al. [2005] and Lau and Kuffner152

[2006] stored discounted sum of reward obtained by simulating for153

a short amount of time. [McCann and Pollard 2007] constructed a154

value function that adapts to user command patterns. Lee and Lee155

[2006] use a discrete representation to computes an optimal path for156

a boxer to hit a target, obtaining a two character animation by hav-157

ing each character treat the others body as the target. [Treuille et al.158

2007] and [Lo and Zwicker 2008] produce compact representations159

for value functions to obtain a policy quickly at run-time. Our work160

extends these ideas to multiple characters to produce strategic be-161

haviors not possible in single character frameworks.162

A particularly interesting single-character approach to controlling163

competitive characters is presented by Graepel et al. [Graepel et al.164

2004]. They use reinforcement learning to gradually build an ef-165

fective policy by having a character play a fighting game over and166

over. This approach does allow adaptation to an opponent’s behav-167

ior, but also neglects the adversarial aspects to the game – treating168

the opponent as a stochastic process rather than something capable169

of reasoning. This means that the generated controllers are still de-170

terministic, and additional may require a large amount of training171

data to be applied in new situations.172

3 Overview173

We consider the problem of animating one character competing174

against another in a game in which both characters are seeking to175

do well while simultaneously preventing their adversary from do-176

ing the same. This means that any actions taken by the characters177

will be chosen not only by how well they help them perform in the178

game but also by how their opponent might counteract them. For179

convenience we will henceforth call one character the agent and the180

other the opponent and describe the game from the agent’s point of181

view. Note, however, that the agent and opponent are easily inter-182

changeable in our model and our technique can be used to animate183

either or both of them as desired.184

The fundamental assumption upon which our approach and its185

properties derive is that the characters choose their actions simul-186

taneously, in contrast to the turn-based approaches previously used187

in character animation. This assumption better models the way that188

most real-world physical games are played and why it is often use-189

ful to behave unpredictably. As a simple illustration of this prop-190

erty, consider the difference between tic-tic-toe and rock-paper-191

scissors. The former is turn-based, and there is an optimal deter-192

ministic strategy. In rock-paper-scissors and in many real games,193

however, the lack of turns necessitates a non-deterministic strategy.194

This insight leads to the use of a Markov game to model the charac-195

ter animation problem. In particular we employ a zero-sum Markov196

game in which the two characters are competing toward opposite197

goals. In such a game each player has at their disposal a set of198

available moves, which we will refer to as actions. Our method199

is agnostic as to the source of these actions, but in order to animate200

human characters we generate them by employing a parametric mo-201

tion graph. In this scenario a character’s actions at a state corre-202

spond to the available transitions through the motion graph starting203

at the character’s current state and ending some short amount of204

time in the future. Our approach allows a continuous state space,205

performs its planning directly on the character’s motion model, and206

fully captures the issue of simultaneous actions, naturally yielding207

nuanced, intelligent non-deterministic results.208

We further wish to be able to control a character in real-time. This is209

particularly relevant as one of the most interesting applications for210

an adversarial animation controller is in computer games. In order211

to allow real-time control while still allowing for long-term plan-212

ning we precompute a structure known as a value function for the213

game. A value function is a general concept in planning algorithms,214

but in the case of adversarial games it represents a function which215

maps each possible state of a game into a real number representing216

the expected future reward of the agent assuming optimal play for217

both the agent and the opponent. This allows us to determine the218

expected long-term reward of an action by simply looking at the219

state immediately resulting from taking the action, and then query-220

ing the value function to determine it’s long-term expected value.221

Since the value function can be entirely precomputed off-line, this222

method is very efficient at runtime.223

In the remainder of the paper we will begin by describing the para-224

metric motion graph model used to drive our animations. Follow-225

ing this, we give a brief background on the fundamentals of game226

theory as it applies to our method. We then discuss the value func-227

tion precomputation phase of our method, and in particular a new228

technique for solving or value function in high dimensional Markov229

games and MDPs required to apply our method to character anima-230

tion. Finally we will show a simple technique with which knowl-231
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edge of an opponent’s biases and sub-optimalities can be incorpo-232

rated into our model and automatically planned against.233

4 Motion model234

Before we discuss the game theory behind our animation technique235

we will describe the motion model we employ. Our method can be236

applied to any motion model which allows simultaneous actions,237

so we do not consider our particular choice to be a contribution of238

our work. Nevertheless, we hope that having a concrete model will239

aid in understanding the mathematics in sections 5 and 6 for those240

unfamiliar with game theory and reinforcement learning.241

In order to phrase a character animation problem as a game theory242

problem, we must define a motion model for each character describ-243

ing how they can move. At each possible combined configuration244

of the players this motion model defines a set of actions that each of245

the players may take, as well as the motions that will result for each246

possible action choice. For our work we have chosen to use a para-247

metric motion graph (PMG) [Heck and Gleicher 2007; Shin and Oh248

2006], since it provides a high degree of variability in the generated249

motions and uses a compact parameterized representation.250

In our parametric motion graph, a node represents a space of possi-251

ble motions, parameterized in one or more dimensions, e.g. walking252

speed, and an edge represents a transition between two points in the253

parameter spaces of its start and end nodes. We consider a transition254

as happening instantaneously, but apply some blending between the255

two motions as a post-processing step to help eliminate any visual256

artifacts.257

A state within the graph is specified by (node, time, parameters),258

where time ranges from 0 to 1 within each node and parameters ∈259

Rm, with m being the dimension of node’s parameter space. A node260

is constructed from a set of motion capture clips which have been261

aligned with dynamic time warping. Each clip is assigned a point in262

the node’s parameter space and these clips are blended to generate263

a new clip at any point within the parameter space. To prevent gen-264

eration of unrealistic motions, we only use convex combinations of265

the points assigned to the clips in each node. Some care is still re-266

quired in choosing sets of motion clips from which to create nodes,267

in order that a hand motion to the left of the head, for example, not268

be blended with one to the right.269

We construct edges as in [Heck and Gleicher 2007], but hand-select270

some nodes at which we allow transitions from a given start node271

to a given end node at multiple points in time. This allows us to272

create a graph with more possible transitions allowing for better re-273

sponsiveness and greater motion variability. We have found that we274

can represent a reasonably wide range of motions with each node.275

By interpolating only between the few clips closest to the desired276

point in a node’s parameter space, we can approach the continuity277

of real motion. There is, though, a tradeoff between the variety of278

motions represented by a node and its complexity: the more var-279

ied the motions in a node, the fewer dimensions in which it can280

be parameterized without producing unrealistic animation. In our281

games we limit many of our nodes to a one-dimensional parameter282

space. This allows us to have a larger number of motions compris-283

ing each node, and fewer number of nodes overall, thus speeding284

up the planning of future actions.285

4.1 Action Lookahead286

In order to apply our PMG-based motion model within a Markov287

game framework we must define what an action constitutes for a288

character. There is a hidden complexity in doing this for multiple289

characters which is not encountered in single character contexts.290

Since we consider actions as occurring simultaneously, the transi-291

tions in two PMGs will not necessarily be synchronized due to the292

different durations of the clips composing each node. We therefore293

define an action not as a transition in the underlying PMG, but as a294

state which is reachable at some fixed interval of time in the future.295

We construct such an action as a series of (possibly partial) transi-296

tions through clips in a motion graph that ends at some interval of297

time in the future. We refer to this time interval as the lookahead of298

a game’s actions. Generating this set of actions is straightforward299

– we simply consider all possible paths through the motion graph300

from the current state that end at the given time interval using depth301

first search. In the case where a motion node is parameterized, we302

uniformly choose a discrete number of samples from its parameter303

space as links in the DFS search. We have found that as few as three304

such samples are generally sufficient to define a useful controller.305

In addition to ensuring that agent and opponent actions can be con-306

sidered as synchronized, this method has a useful interpretation307

within the context of character behavior. The non-determinism in-308

herent in physical games is a result of the small amount of time309

required for a character to consider their possible choices in and310

decide what to do. Because of this they must commit to an action311

before we know what an opponent is going to do. This “planning312

latency” coincides to the lookahead interval used to determine the313

agent and opponent action sets. In our tests, we achieve good re-314

sults with a threshold of a quarter to a third of a second, which we315

suspect (albeit without evidence) is on the order of the amount of316

time it takes a human player to decide upon a plan.317

5 Constructing Optimal Strategies318

Having defined the motion model which determines the actions319

available to the characters in our setup, we are in a position to show320

how game theory may be applied to solve the animation/control321

problem. Since, however, the language of game theory is not com-322

mon in computer graphics, we will first take a describe the basics of323

game theory in a more abstract form. A more detailed description324

to these concepts can be found in [Sutton and Barto 1998] and any325

introductory text on game theory [Morris 1994].326

A zero-sum Markov game consists of five components:327

1. A set, S , giving the state space of the game. This includes328

the states of both characters as well as any other information329

needed to completely describe the game.330

2. Functions A (x) and O(x) which take as input a point x ∈S331

and return a list of the available actions at x for the agent and332

opponent respectively.333

3. A function R(x,a,o) known as the reward function which334

takes a point in state space, x, and agent and opponent actions335

a ∈A (x) and o ∈ O(x) and returns a real number describing336

the reward to be given to the agent were actions a and o to be337

performed at state x. This can be thought of as the “scoring338

function” for the game. Since we have a zero-sum game, the339

reward given to the opponent is always the negative of that340

given to the agent.341

4. A function P(x,a,o,y) referred to as the transition function342

which describes what the result of the agent’s and opponent’s343

actions will be. If the game is in state x and the agent and op-344

ponent pick actions a and o respectively, then the probability345

that the new state of the game will be y after these actions are346

performed is given by the transition function. In our imple-347

mentation we require that this probability be non-zero at only348

a finite set of points. Since for many games this function will349

be deterministic this is not a major limitation.350
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5. A discount factor, γ , such that 0 ≤ γ < 1 dictating how im-351

mediate rewards are weighted relative to future rewards. This352

will be discussed in more detail towards the end of this sec-353

tion.354

This definition can be illustrated by considering the simple game
of rock-paper-scissors. In this game there is no concept of a state
space, so S consists of only a single element, which we will sim-
ply denote with x0. Since there is no concept of state, the tran-
sition function is similarly trivial and always returns one, and the
discount factor is zero. In this particular game the agent and op-
ponent always have identical actions available, which we will de-
note by r, p, and s for rock, paper, and scissors respectively. Thus
A (x0) = O(x0) = [r, p,s]. The most interesting aspect to this sim-
ple game is the reward function, which can be quickly defined by
the matrix:

R(x0) =

 0 1 −1
−1 0 1
1 −1 0

 (1)

This matrix, R(x0) is known as the reward matrix at x0 and in the355

case of λ = 0 is defined such that R(x)i, j = R(x,A (x) j,O(x)i).356

Note that the columns correspond to agent actions while the rows357

correspond to agent actions. We will discuss shortly how this matrix358

is defined when the discount factor is nonzero.359

In such a game the goal of the agent is to act so as to maximize360

their expected reward. Conversely, the goal of the opponent is to361

act so as to minimize the agent’s expected reward. We thus define362

the agent’s optimal policy in such a game as a method for selecting363

an action from A (x) which maximizes their expected reward under364

the assumption that the opponent will also be optimally attempting365

to select actions form O(x) so as to minimize this reward.366

As can be seen in the game of rock-paper-scissors, it is often the367

case that there is no deterministic way for the agent to choose an368

action which is optimal, since for any choice the opponent may369

have a corresponding counter-action. Instead it is necessary to rep-370

resent the agent’s policy at x with a probability distribution over the371

actions in A (x). Since we assume that there are only finitely many372

actions available at any state, we can represent such a policy with a373

vector, πx, which at each element gives the probability of choosing374

the corresponding action from A (x).375

Note that if we are given such a policy, we can solve for the ex-
pected value of using that policy at x, denoted by v, with a simple
matrix multiplication, v = R(x)πx. In general, however, we will
wish to solve for πx rather that assume it as given. This can easily
be done with the following linear program:

max
πx,v

v (2)

s.t. ∑
i

πxi = 1

πx � 0
v� R(x)πx

Note that since the reward matrix R(x) depends upon x, the value of376

πx solved for will generally be different for different points in state377

the game’s space. Furthermore, note that we can solve for the op-378

ponent’s policy by simply replacing the use of R(x) with −R(x)T .379

In the case of the aforementioned game of rock-paper-scissors we380

find, as expected, that the optimal policy for both the agent and381

opponent at x0 is
[ 1

3
1
3

1
3
]T

.382

This technique can be directly applied to controlling characters in383

a game. The definition of the state space will generally depend on384

the particulars of the game, but will generally include information385

Figure 1: An overhead view of a state in the tag game displaying
the characters’ policies. The width of each arrow corresponds to
the probability that particular motion will be chosen. Notice how
the agent (pictured top) picks randomly between two dodges so that
the opponent cannot predict their movement.

about the position, orientation, and state within the PMG of each of386

the characters. A (x) and O(x) can be defined by taking the actions387

directly from the PMG for each character as described in section388

4.1. The reward function will be identical or closely related to the389

criteria for success if the game and the transition function will also390

be dictated directly by the particular logic of the game. An example391

of the policies generated by this technique for a tag-based game is392

shown in Figure 1.393

So far we have been assuming that our characters act myopically394

and do not perform any long-term planning. In order to generate395

convincing and useful controllers for actual games we must con-396

sider how to take into account the future as well as the immediate397

rewards resulting from an action. The discount factor of a game398

allows us to achieve this. The agent then attempts to maximize the399

expected value of the sum of their current and future rewards, where400

rewards t time steps into the future are multiplied by a factor of γ t
401

in the summation. The parameter γ thus allows easy control over402

how “long term” the planning of the agent is.403

Taking potential future rewards into account in this manner makes
the process of solving for an optimal policy substantially more dif-
ficult and attempts to directly estimate the optimal policy through
exhaustive sampling are far too slow. Computationally it is most
efficient to make use of a value function, which is a function giving
a real number at each point x ∈S . The value function is defined so
that V (x) gives the expected value of the agent’s discounted future
rewards, discounted by γt , assuming both the agent and opponent
play optimally. In section 5.1 we will discuss how to compute such
a value function for a Markov game, but for the moment note that
given V we can solve for an optimal policy with future rewards
taken into account by solving a modification of equation 2 in which
R(x) is replaced with R(x):

R(x)i, j = R(x)i, j + γ ∑
y∈S

P(x,A (x) j,O(x)i,y)V (y) (3)
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5.0.1 Fast Markov Game Solutions404

The linear program presented in equations 2 and 3 is sufficient to405

solve for the policies by which the players in a game should move.406

It has the disadvantage, however, that it requires a computation time407

which is quadratic in the number of actions available to the players.408

This can make its use in a real-time scenario problematic. To allow409

for the easy use of these methods in real-time, we present a heuristic410

algorithm which is more efficient in practice and easily allows for411

early termination.412

This algorithm is very closely related to one of Sadovskii [1978].413

Since this article is difficult to obtain in English, we will very414

briefly describe it here. Those desiring further information may415

find another description on pages 41-43 of [Petrosjan and Zenke-416

vich 1996].417

The algorithm proceeds by considering subsets of the actions in418

A (x) and O(x), which we will denote by A (x) and O(x). These419

sets are iteratively grown until a convergence criterion in reached.420

We begin by choosing A (x) = {ai} for some random ai ∈ A (x)421

and set O(x) = {}. We then solve for the optimal opponent pol-422

icy where we consider all possible opponent actions, but only those423

agent actions in A (x). The highest probability opponent action424

from this policy is then added to O(x). We then preform an anal-425

ogous iteration for the agent, solving for a policy considering only426

the opponent actions in O(x) and adding the highest probability427

such action to A (x). We iterate these two alternating steps until428

there are no actions with non-zero probability which are not al-429

ready in A (x) or O(x). Note that it is possible (and indeed very430

common) that this algorithm will terminate before we have consid-431

ered all rows and columns in R(x), meaning that we often need to432

calculate only a fraction of all values in this matrix.433

We find that in practice this algorithm gives a speedup of three to434

ten times and have never observed the final policy differing from435

that resulting from solving equation 2 in full. Additionally, since436

as we iterate this algorithm we solve for successive approximations437

to the agent and opponent policies, we may terminate the algorithm438

at any time and still have a useful answer. In fact, if we terminate439

the algorithm after the first iteration we achieve a solution which440

matches that of a turn-based algorithm – with an essentially equiva-441

lent computation time. This allows the implementer better flexibil-442

ity is ensuring real-time performance while maintaining the ability443

to efficiently solve for the correct policies if desired.444

5.1 High-Dimensional Value Function Learning445

Deciding upon a policy by which to move in a Markov game re-446

quires precomputing a value function describing the expected fu-447

ture reward that can be achieved by optimal play from each point in448

the state space of the game. It is rare that such a value function is449

known a priori, so it is necessary to instead be able to numerically450

solve for it directly from the definition of a particular game.451

Methods for deriving a continuous or semi-continuous value func-452

tion for single character Markov decision process (MDP) controller453

problems have been used previously in graphics [Lo and Zwicker454

2008; Treuille et al. 2007]. As a component to our value function455

learning algorithm we employ an analogous method to learn a value456

function for a Markov game. This value function is represented by457

a linear combination of a set of basis functions, so the learning pro-458

cess involves determining the vector of weights dictating this linear459

blend. We solve for this weight vector in a least squared sense using460

a method which minimizes the errors at a set of pre-selected sample461

points in the game’s state space. for the details of this method we462

refer the reader to appendix A.463

The problem with this straightforward Markov game value function464

approximation algorithm, and to the single character MDP value465

function algorithms, is that their time and space requirements gen-466

erally scale exponentially with the dimension of the state space.467

This limits the dimension of the problems we can effectively solve468

to about three. This is a particular problem in generating multi-469

character controllers since state space parametrizes both characters470

and is this often double the dimension of that for a single-character471

controller.472

This exponential scaling with a game’s dimension means that we473

often do not have the computational resources to solve for a value474

function which is of high enough resolution to yield a good adver-475

sarial controller by using simple basis functions, such as polynomi-476

als or multidimensional B-splines. Since we use a linear combina-477

tion of basis functions to solve for a value function we do, however,478

have another option available. Instead of increasing the resolution479

by simply using more basis functions we can instead increase the480

effective resolution by choosing basis functions which are more in-481

telligently shaped.482

The idea of automatically determining a set of basis functions to483

use in learning a value function is not itself new. One technique484

for achieving this involves analyzing the structure of the possible485

transitions between different states. This has been employed using486

state connectivity information in the proto-value function approach487

[Sridhar and Maggioni 2007; Mahadevan 2006], and by using the488

transitions themselves in [Petrik 2007]. A different but concep-489

tually related approach has been to choose basis functions to suit490

the topological connectivity of the state space [Smart 2004]. These491

methods are not well suited to the problems we encounter as the492

state spaces as it is the space’s dimension rather than its connec-493

tivity which poses difficulties in learning a value function. One494

approach to choose basis functions for high-dimensional spaces495

has been to use neighborhood component analysis to project into496

a lower-dimensional subspace [Keller et al. 2006]. Unfortunately,497

this method relies on the existence of a low-dimensional subspace498

which captures all the behavior of a problem, and this assumption499

does not necessarily hold in the games we wish to build controllers500

for.501

In order to extend the basis function approximation algorithm to502

higher dimensions, we present a novel algorithm which exploits503

similarities between different parts of the state space to incremen-504

tally build a set of basis functions in an intelligent manner. Our505

method uses the game’s reward and action functions to generate506

these basis functions and as opposed to other methods can be poly-507

nomial in the dimension of the state space. This method is a heuris-508

tic so we have no guarantees on its accuracy, but we have found it to509

be well suited to the problems encountered in modeling character-510

based games.511

The key observation behind this algorithm lies in noting that in512

many actual games, the value function will retain similar features513

across many of the dimensions of the state space. For example, in514

learning a value function to tackle another person, the value func-515

tion will vary with the relative angle of the two players. However,516

we expect that it will probably not vary too wildly, and that at each517

angle it will be desirable, for instance, for the tackler to be both518

close to and facing their opponent.519

We can take advantage of this soft symmetry by considering the
game as restricted to a slice of the state space. More concretely,
let us suppose that our game’s state space, S , is n-dimensional as
given by:

S = s1× s2×·· ·× sn

We begin by considering a set of basis functions over S con-
structed by taking the outer product of a basis function set defined
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for each dimension independently:

Φ = φ1⊗φ2⊗·· ·⊗φn

where the outer product operation, ⊗, is defined as in [Treuille
et al. 2007]:(

φα ⊗φβ

)
(x) =̇

{
b1(x)b2(x)|b1 ∈ φα ,b2 ∈ φβ

}
and φ1 consists of bases which are a function of s1 only, φ2 of s2520

only, etc. There will, of course, be exponentially many basis func-521

tions in this set, but we never construct it explicitly so this does not522

pose a problem. We must also choose an order in which the dimen-523

sions of the state space will be constructed. For notational conve-524

nience, we till take this order to be simply s1,s2, . . . ,sn. In practice525

this order should be chosen so that the game exhibits more similari-526

ties in its behavior across the later dimensions than the earlier ones.527

So for instance in a game of tag we expect to value function to be528

similar for the characters in running versus walking states, and thus529

order the dimensions so that the dimensions corresponding to their530

PMG nodes are reduced last.531

We begin by creating a reduced set of basis functions for s1. We532

do this by considering slices of the state space taken parallel to s1.533

I.e., we randomly choose x2 ∈ s2, . . . ,xn ∈ sn and construct a value534

function for the game as restricted to s1 × x2 × ·· · × xn. This is535

achieved in the value function learning framework by using φ1 as536

our basis set, placing the state sample points within the s1× x2×537

· · · × xn subspace, and then using the least-squares approximation538

algorithm in appendix A to determine a value function.539

The value function of this restricted game will generally not be the540

same as the “true” value function considered along the same slice,541

but in practice it often bears many similarities to it. Furthermore,542

by learning many restricted value functions at different randomly543

sampled x2, . . . ,xn values, we can create a set of value functions544

which likely spans most of the features which would occur along s1545

in the true value function. Conceptually, if we know how to tackle546

someone running in a straight line at many different angles, then we547

probably have a lot of information useful to how to tackle them if548

they are no longer restricted to running in a straight line.549

We will denote this set of sampled value functions along s1 by ν1.550

Since each of these value functions is a linear combination of the551

same set of bases functions, we may use truncated PCA on the basis552

weights to create a reduced set of basis functions capable of repre-553

senting all the features seen in ν1. We will denote this reduced set554

by φ PCA
1 .555

Now that we have a reduced basis for s1, we can use it to find a556

basis for s1 × s2. As before we randomly sample x3, . . . ,xn and557

learn a value function for the game as restricted to s1× s2× x3×558

· · ·× xn. Now, however, we learn this value function over the basis559

set φ PCA
1 ⊗φ2. After many such value function samples have been560

leaned, we perform truncated PCA on them to determine φ PCA
1,2 .561

This process continues, iteratively learning a value function incor-562

porating the next dimension using the reduced form of the basis563

functions for the previous dimensions until at last a value function564

for the entire state space has been learned. Because a dimension-565

ality reduction step is performed at each iteration we avoid an ex-566

ponential dependence on the dimensionality of the state space so567

long as each invocation of truncated PCA can closely approximate568

its value function samples with a small number of PCA vectors.569

Pseudocode for this algorithm is given in figure 3. An example of570

a value function learned with this method for our tag controller is571

shown in figure 2.572

The end result of this process is a value function consisting of a573

chain of nested basis functions, each represented in a precomputed574

Figure 2: A comparison of the reward (left) and value function
(right) for our tag controller as a function of the position of the
agent when the opponent’s position, pictured bottom is held con-
stant. This shows only two of the five dimensions of the value func-
tion, which had to be learned with the PCA-slice method to achieve
believable results.

input: φ1, . . . ,φn
Φ := φ1
for i := 1, . . ., n-1

νi := []
for j = 1, . . ., num slices

X j := random sample slice(i,n)
V j := learn value function(Φ, X j)
νi := append(νi , V j)

end
φ PCA

i := truncated PCA(νi )
Φ := Φ⊗φ PCA

i
end
X := make samples(n,n)
V := learn value function(Φ, X)

function random sample slice(i,n)
X := []
slice state := random vector(n-i)
for j := 1, . . ., num samples

x := [random vector(i−1),slice state]T
X j := append column(X j, x)

end
return X

end

Figure 3: Pseudocode for our high-dimensional value function ap-
proximation heuristic.

dimensionality-reduced form. This allows us to represent a value575

function of high dimensionality without over-smoothing. This does576

come at a cost, however. Firstly, evaluating the value function is577

somewhat more costly than, for instance, a B-spline evaluation.578

Secondly, it is possible that a game’s true value function may have579

features which are not captured in any slice, but rather only arise580

from the interaction between dimensions, in which case these fea-581

tures will likely not be captured by our algorithm. Surprisingly,582

however, we have found that in practice our method works rela-583

tively well even on systems with tightly coupled dimensions such584

as the position and velocity of an inverted pendulum. Finally, it is585

possible (though we have not observed it) that each truncated PCA586

process is not able to significantly reduce the dimensionality with-587

out a loss in accuracy, in which case the number of basis functions588

will still be exponential in the dimension.589

In order to evaluate this method we have tested it upon two toy590

games – a three-dimensional turret game and an N-dimensional pur-591

suit/evasion type game. In the turret game a turret rotates to point592
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Figure 4: Graphs illustrating how our method scales with the di-
mension and resolution of the basis functions used in a problem.
The upper left and right graphs show the learning time and required
storage for value functions for a three-dimensional turret game as a
function of the basis resolution. The lower left shows how the accu-
racy varies with this resolution. The lower right illustrates how the
PCA-slice method scales with dimension compared to the standard
approach (note the use of a log-scale on the y axis).

at a player who is constrained to a circle around the turret. The593

state space is three dimensional and consists of the velocities of the594

two players and the angle between them. Timing and memory con-595

sumption graphs for the standard value function learning method596

versus the PCA-slice technique are shown in figure 4. In practice597

one would not actually use the PCA-slice approach for this game as598

standard techniques are sufficient, but it provides a useful point of599

comparison. Note how the PCS-slice approach is far more efficient600

in time and memory for higher resolutions. One disadvantage of601

the PCA-slice technique is that the value functions will, in general,602

be less accurate than those using an equivalent-resolution full basis603

set. This is illustrated in figure 4. Note how, due to the inability604

to capture features resulting from the interaction between dimen-605

sions, the PCA-slice approach does not necessarily converge to the606

true value function as the resolution is increased (particularly in this607

game, in which the correct value function is already quite smooth).608

For this reason, if it is possible to learn a value function with the609

standard technique it is a preferable option.610

For higher dimensional games, however, we are unaware of any611

technique other than the PCA-slice approach which can solve for612

a useful value function. This is illustrated in figure 4 for a pur-613

suit/evasion game of two, four, and six dimensions (half the dimen-614

sions in each are for position and half for velocity). In the four and615

six dimensional games we were only able to learn value functions616

of very low resolutions with the standard approach due to time and617

memory constraints (giving 16 and 4 bases per axis respectively).618

With the PCA-slice approach we are able to solve these higher-619

dimensional problems while allowing a much higher resolutions.620

This is necessary for many of the games involved in character ani-621

mation.622

In practice we have found it to be quite successful in generating623

useful value functions for both our character-based games. We also624

note that this algorithm is not specific to Markov games and may625

also be useful in other contexts where a value function is learned,626

such as Markov decision processes for single-character control and627

other MDP problems used widely outside of computer graphics.628

6 Biasing for Suboptimal Opponents629

The framework described thus far is based on the assumption that630

the opponent in the game is acting optimally. This is often not the631

case, and may pose an undesirable restriction for use in computer632

games or other applications. Humans players, particularly novices,633

do not play rationally and instead exhibit certain biases. The op-634

timal play against such a biased opponent will in general differ635

from the optimal play against a fully rational opponent. We show a636

method for incorporating such suboptimalities into our framework.637

This not only allows a richer model of the opponent, but allows638

turn-based and stochastic turn-based controllers as a special case.639

We use this ability to model a suboptimal opponent primarily to640

compare against turn based-methods, but it also has the potential641

to learn an opponent model from traces of user game play. Such642

a methods are known as opponent modeling and a form of this has643

been applied to Markov games before [Uther and Veloso 1997].644

Our method differs in that it is somewhat more general and is not645

integrated as deeply into the value function learning method. We646

feel this is an advantage in the higher-dimensional and continuous647

spaces we encounter as it allows a greater variety of techniques and648

heuristics for learning a bias model from data. We should note,649

however, that we do not address the problem of learning a user’s650

biases from gameplay data here, but leave this open and rather dis-651

cuss how to incorporate a model of such biases into our controller652

framework.653

We represent an opponent’s bias via a function, Mb(x) which yields654

a left stochastic square matrix at each point in state space. That is,655

each column in this matrix should be a valid probability vector. The656

size of Mb(x) should also be equal to the number of actions in O(x).657

The interpretation of this bias matrix is that if π is the rational policy
at some point in state space, x, then Mb(x)π gives the suboptimal
policy which the opponent is assumed to actually choose at x. We
can then solve for the agent’s optimal policy at x with the oppo-
nent’s suboptimality taken into account with a simple modification
to equation 2, obtained by replacing R(x) with R̃(x) where:

R̃(x) = Mb(x)Rx (4)

Although there are many possible ways to define Mb, including
learning a model from examples of user play, one particularly sim-
ple and useful one is to model Mb as a matrix of the form:

Mb(x) = ρ(x)I+(1−ρ(x)) [ζs(x), · · · ,ζs(x)]

where ζs(x) if a function which yields a vector of probabilities over658

O(x) and ρ(x) is a constant between zero and one determining the659

‘predictability’ of the opponent. If we choose ρ(x) = 1 then we660

arrive at a Markov game optimal controller. On the other hand if661

we choose ρ(x) = 0 we can reproduce a turn-based controller by662

letting ζs(x) be zero except at the action which would be chosen663

by the first player. Or, for instance, we can model an opponent664

which only turns to the left by setting ζs(x) to only be non-zero665

on the indices corresponding to left-turning actions. If we wish the666

opponent to represent a turn-based player with some randomness667

added, this can also be easily incorporated by appropriately defining668

ζs(x). We should note that if ρ(x) = 0 the agent’s policy is always669

deterministic, and so the Markov game aspects of the controller670

disappear and the resulting animations are often unconvincing.671

7 Results and conclusion672

We have tested our framework on several simple toy games and on673

character controllers for tag and sword fighting. We have found674

that these techniques are sufficient both to learn value functions for675
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Figure 5: A screen shots of out tag and sword controllers in action.

these games and to animate the characters in real-time. In these676

games we have observed intelligent non-deterministic behaviors677

and the use of moves such as feints and quick-steps which decrease678

a player’s predictability.679

It is unfortunately impossible to perform a direct numeric compari-680

son between out method and previous approaches, as they are based681

on different models of character interaction (i.e. simultaneous ver-682

sus turn-based). We instead provide this evaluation qualitatively.683

We have found in both games that our technique added a signifi-684

cant amount of randomness to the observed policies while retaining685

intelligent-looking behavior. We illustrate this randomness in the686

tag game where it is easy to visualize (figure 6). We have also687

tested the tag and sword games with a turn-based controller and688

find that in the resulting controller appears very unintelligent since689

the actually mechanics of the game allow for concurrent actions by690

the two players. We have also tested a randomized variation of a691

turn-based controller which selects randomly between the three ac-692

tions with the highest value. This randomized controller exhibits693

non-determinism, but is not intelligent in its usage, and in practice694

often appears less believable than the deterministic controller due695

to its selection of visually suboptimal actions. In addition we have696

tested both games using only the reward function (instead of the697

value function) and find that the results appear significantly less be-698

lievable. Readers are encouraged to view the video accompanying699

this paper to make these qualitative judgments for themselves.700

7.1 Tag701

We have designed a Markov game controller for a game in which702

one player attempts to tag another, shown in figure 5. The char-703

acters have a variety of motions available, including walks, runs,704

quick-steps, tackles, and dodges, all of which are parametrized by705

angle. Each motion consists of a single step or a portion of a step,706

and we blend each motion into the next using a combination of in-707

terpolation and a post-processing phase to smooth out changes in708

momentum. This allows our model to be as reactive as possible709

while still producing visually pleasing results.710

We construct the reward function for this game as a sum of four711

components:712

1. The agent should desire to be near the opponent.713

2. If the agent is tackling they want their hands near the oppo-714

nent.715

3. A tackle is less effective if the opponent is dodging.716

4. Both dodges and tackles are not useful if the characters are far717

away.718

The state space for this game consists of the relative translations719

and rotation of the two characters and the their respective motion720

nodes, giving a five dimensional space. The value function for this721

method is constructed from the outer product of third-degree B-722

spline bases along the x, z, and θ dimensions and discrete bases723

Figure 6: Color-plots showing states with low versus high amounts
of nondeterminism, shown from purple to red respectively, as func-
tions of the agent’s position. The lower-right shows the characters
in walking states while the others show running states at differ-
ent agent orientations. Our method automatically determines rich
nondeterminism structures and that when walking, the players are
moving too slowly for nondeterminism to be of use.

along the continuous bases. We use a discount factor of γ = 0.8.724

The problem is large enough that even after significant effort we725

were unable to learn a value function using standard basis func-726

tions. Using our PCA-slice bases, however, we were able to gener-727

ate very effective value functions reasonably efficiently. The total728

number of underlying basis functions in our final value function is729

32×32×16×18×20 = 5898240 for the dimensions of x, z, theta,730

agent node, and opponent node respectively and was learned us-731

ing the dimension ordering (x,z),θ ,(agent node,opponent node).732

The largest number of basis functions ever used in the PCA-slice733

solution process was only around 10000. Despite never solving a734

single large-scale value function problem, the result exhibits a high735

degree of detail and creates very convincing animations – showing736

such behaviors as leading an opponent in one direction, and then737

quickly changing directions to avoid the tag.738

We observe a variety of behaviors in the controller generated by739

this method, including non-determinism when appropriate in a real740

game (ie. when the players are close), as shown in figure 6. The741

motion of the two characters is also visibly synchronized, leading to742

realistic interactions. We also observe emergent behaviors that have743

analogues in human motion. In particular the dodging character of-744

ten performs a series of very quick footsteps when near the tackler.745

This serves to increase unpredictability and the ability of the char-746

acter to quickly dodge left or right, allowing it to take advantage of747

non-determinism more effectively.748

Using our opponent biasing framework we have tested this ap-749

proach against opponents which act with greedy or randomized-750

greedy algorithms. In this case the game theoretic behavior auto-751

matically reduces to minimax behavior, with opponent minimizing752

the agent’s reward and the agent maximizing given the opponent’s753

action. The pure greedy opponent model gives purely deterministic754

motions, which lack the variety and depth of those exhibited by our755

Markov game controller. The randomized greedy approach behaves756

even worse in many respects, and often chooses obviously incorrect757

motions rather than exhibiting intelligent randomness.758
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7.2 Sword fighting759

We have also designed a Markov controller for a sword fighting760

game. In this game, each character attempts to swing a sword and761

hit the other character while trying to prevent the adversary from762

doing the same, shown in in figure 5. The model has five attacks:763

an overhead attack, a left side attack, an uppercut from the left side,764

a right side attack, and an uppercut from the right side. Each attack765

has a corresponding block that the adversary can execute to prevent766

the attack from succeeding. If the block is not executed in time,767

the attacking character can follow through to strike the adversary,768

immediately ending the game. Both characters are able to attack769

and block, but only one character is allowed to attack at a time.770

This is analogous to systems of ‘right of way’ in the scoring in the771

sport of fencing. In the event that both characters attempt to begin772

attacks at the same time, the agent gets priority. Each character is773

also able to execute a few feinting attacks that begin along a certain774

line of attack and can either continue on that line or transition to775

another line.776

In this game, the value function is particularly critical because the777

characters can only visualize outcomes that could occur within a778

quarter of a second. Without advanced preparation, this is often779

not enough time for a character to defend against an impending780

attack that will strike within this time threshold. Our value function,781

through its consideration of future states, is able to synchronize the782

actions of the two characters such that both are able to time their783

attacks and blocks correctly. We choose a discount factor of γ = 0.5784

and construct the value function using a B-spline basis over the785

time within each character’s node and discrete bases over the IDs786

of the nodes, resulting in 16× 85× 85 = 115600 basis functions787

respectively. We were able to solve for a value function in this case788

directly without using the PCA-slice method, although it is near the789

limit of what we can solve using the simple approach.790

The resulting animations contain highly coupled intricate inter-791

actions between the players as well as a great deal of non-792

determinism. We also see the use of feints in these animations,793

where a character begins one attack and then switches to another. It794

is important to note that all such faints were synthesized from ap-795

propriate graph transitions; feints were not themselves a node in the796

graph. This serves the same game-theoretic purpose as the quick-797

steps seen in the tackle controller and helps to show that these nat-798

ural behaviors can occur under our approach.799

We have also used our biasing approach to test the sword game800

with a greedily optimizing opponent, automatically resulting in a801

turn-based controller. This method works very poorly on the sword802

game – significantly worse than we expected. The problem is that803

since the agent knows the opponent’s policy, it can take immediate804

advantage of it to avoid being blocked. The resulting animations are805

frequently a move or two in length and are highly unconvincing.806

7.3 Conclusion and Future Work807

We have presented a method by which characters interacting within808

an adversarial context may be controlled by applying principles809

from game theory. The generated controllers display intelligent810

planning, a nuanced use of nondeterminism, and can be adapted811

to take advantage of an opponent’s specific idiosyncrasies. This812

leads to significantly more rich and believable behaviors for virtual813

characters in competitive situations.814

We use a precomputation phase to learn a value function which al-815

lows a run-time controller to operate. In order to scale our method816

to be practical in actual character games we have developed a new817

method for and value function representation and learning. We have818

shown that in the case of two-player adversarial games a Markov819

game formulation is both very useful in reaching toward this goal820

and can be made to operate efficiently enough and with problems821

of large enough scale to be used in practice. The games controlled822

in this manner show convincing varied motions and behave intelli-823

gently, often using feints and other techniques to attempt to best the824

opponent.825

In our experience the two biggest difficulties in applying these826

methods are in areas that are arguably orthogonal to the contribu-827

tions of this paper: designing the game reward function and build-828

ing the motion model. Since the players base their policies on the829

user-defined reward function, any unrealistic features in this func-830

tion lead to unrealistic behaviors. There is no remedy for this other831

than a bit of careful thought and perhaps some trial and error, but832

this effort must be spent in designing the scoring function for any833

computer game, so in many instances this does not pose much ad-834

ditional effort.835

In designing a motion model to be used for an adversarial controller836

we have found that the continuity and the reactivity of the model837

are difficult to balance correctly. That is, if we attempt to achieve838

smoother motions we often reduce how quickly the model allows839

characters to react and move in the process. Similarly, improving840

the rate at which characters can respond causes the motions to ap-841

pear less smooth and realistic. This problem is not unique to our842

method and is present in all real-time controllable characters. Nev-843

ertheless we see it as one of the most fruitful avenues for future844

research in this area.845

Another useful area for future work is in extending these methods846

to include non zero-sum games. This would allow the agent’s goals847

to differ from the opponents, and would allow semi-cooperative and848

other complex behaviors. Extending our approach to handle more849

than two characters, even whole teams, is another path that remains850

to be tackled.851

The grand vision of this is to be able to generate real-time con-852

trollers for almost any game in which characters behave in intel-853

ligent and convincing ways, including learning from past user be-854

havior. For instance, after a user plays a game for a short while we855

would like to automatically refine our opponent-model for them and856

adapt the strategies in the same way that a human opponent might.857

We feel that the game-theoretic approach provides a new, powerful,858

and rich approach for addressing this and other problem related to859

controlling characters in games.860
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A Least-Squares Value Function Learning935

This description of the value function learning algorithm we em-936

ploy as a component to our PCA-slice method is relatively brief.937

Those desiring a more detailed explanation should consult [Treuille938

et al. 2007] for an intuitive background on the idea or [Lagoudakis939

and Parr 2002] for a more detailed description of the algorithm.940

Given a game with state space S we learn a value function using a941

least-squares policy iteration approach. First, we are given or (ran-942

domly) generate a set of sample points x1, . . . ,xn ∈S and a set of943

basis functions φ1, . . . ,φm over S . We also implicitly construct a944

basis matrix Φ such that Φi, j = φ j(xi). We represent a value func-945

tion as a linear combination of the basis functions, and if w is a946

vector giving the weights in this combination then the value func-947

tion at each sample point can be calculated by Φw.948

We compute a set of blend weights, w, for our basis function by949

initializing w = 0 and alternating two steps until convergence or a950

maximum number of iterations is reached:951

1. Solve for the optimal policies for the agent and opponent, πa,i,952

πo,i, at each xi given w using equations 2 and 3.953

2. Recompute w holding each πa,i, πo,i fixed.954

In step 2 we recompute the weight vector by attempting to min-
imize the squared sum of the Bellman Errors at each xi. This in-
volves computing a least squared solution to the system:

r = Φ− γPΦ

Where r is a vector such that ri gives the expected value of the
game’s reward function at xi under the policy πi, γ is the game’s
discount factor and P is a matrix such that:

Pi, j = ∑
y∈S ,a,o

πa,iπo,iP(xi,a,o,y)φ j(y)

We solve this least squares system using the LSQR algorithm. The955

policy iteration procedure terminates when the residual error of this956

system converges or increases from the previous iteration’s value.957
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